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 بسمه تعالی 

 :کدکتاب  پایه: رشته: نام درس: نام و نام خانوادگی: 

 ساعت شروع: دقیقه          مدت امتحان: تعداد صفحه:          صفحه  تاریخ امتحان:   

 

 : مدرسه/ مهر و امضاءآموزشگاه نمره به عدد: امضاء دبیر : 

 نمره به حروف:

ردیف  

 بارم 
  سؤالات 

 

Vocabulary 

 شده کامل کنید. های زیر را با کلمات دادهجاخالی.1

generous  spare   appreciation  contain                     alphabetical             introduction                

effectively           origin                         meanings                      shouted  

 distinguished   attempt  respect 

1. Dr. Gharib was known as a ………………………. university professor. All of us know him. 

2. The teacher became angry with the noisy student and finally ………………………. 

3. It is very important for us to ………………………. the elders. 

4. try to avoid foods that ……………………. a lot of fat. 

5. if you study more ……………………., you will pass the exam easily. 

6. A good dictionary lists all the ……………………. of words that we are looking for 

7-Their first ………………………. to climb Everest ended in failure. 

8. He will ………………………. no pains to reach the highest standard of excellence. 

9. To show his ………………………. of her kindness he sent her some flowers. 

10. You can find words easily because dictionaries put them in ……………………. order. 

11. The ……………………. of the book is available on our website. 

12. A complete dictionary tells you about the ……………………. of words and the story behind them. 
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 گزینۀ مناسب را انتخاب کنید. . 2

13. Can you give me your car, please? I really ……………….. it. 

1) protect  2) learn   3) need   4) hurt 

14. Taking care of grandchildren increases brain …………. and memory.  

1) cells   2) function   3) region   4) disorder 

 

 

15. ………….. is a book in which you record your thoughts or feelings or what has happened every day.  

1) Dairy   2) Booklet   3) Diary   4) Guideline 
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16. He was very friendly and helpful to poor families. Not surprisingly, he was regarded as a ………. 

physician.  

1) general   2) dictated   3) exact   4) dedicated 

17. In his childhood, he ……………… religious education.  

1) received   2) provided   3) delivered   4) improved 

18. He is called Hafez because he learned the Holy Quran by …………… .  

1) brain   2) mind    3) heart   4) memory 

19. A sentence with more than one subject, more than one verb and a connecting word is called 

a…………… sentence.  

1) affirmative   2) compound   3) interrogative  4) ungrammatical 

20. Parnia never …………… her toys with her cousins.  

1) plays   2) likes    3) picks   4) shares 

21. The first Persian dictionary was ……………………. around 1000 years ago.  

1) translated   2) compiled  3) read   4) managed 

22. What factors do you ……………………. when you want to choose a dictionary?  

1) consider   2) think   3) depend   4) identify 

23. It can be confusing if you do not know what the abbreviations ……………………. .  

1) stand with   2) stand by  3) stand up   4) stand for 

24. One way to remember what you have read is to ……………………. important information.  

1) contain   2) produce  3) highlight   4) question 

 انتخاب کنید.  Bیک کلمه از ستون    Aبرای هر تعریف از ستون .3

                                   (A)                                                                          (B) 

25. all the people of the same age within a society  a. calmly 

26. tell somebody that something is good    b. combination 

27. something that stands for something else   c. suppose  

28. to suddenly decide to do something   d. recommend  

29. to be worthy      e. forgive 

30. to stop being angry with someone    f. appreciate 

31. in a quiet way       g. deserve 

32. think and believe                     h. arrange  

33. organize and put in order     i. symbol 

34. an arrangement in a particular order   j. jump into  

35. to be grateful for      k. generation 

36. a lack of success in doing something   l. failure 
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Grammar 

 گزینۀ مناسب را انتخاب کنید. . 4

37. The students.......... their classroom every day. 

1)are attended   2)attended   3)are being attended   4)attending 

 

38. Reza ………………… a great job but he hasn’t answered yet. 

1)offer   2)offers   3)is offered   4)are offered 

39. ………… this room ………… by your mother every day? 

1) Does / clean  2) Is / be cleaned  3) Is / clean    4) Does / get cleaned 

40. Everybody …………….. by the same old methods each year. 

1)are taught  2) is taught   3)are been taught   4)teaches 

41. They...........information about many cars, but they haven’t bought any yet. 

1)sent    2)send    3)are sent    4)are sending 

42. The man ……………………. you are talking to is Mr. Amini. 

1) who                         2) who                        3) which               4) whose 

43. The man who answered the phone……………………. Tom was out. 

1) said                          2) and said                 3) who said             4) who he said 

44. 2. Each clerk in the bank ……………………. goes through the year without an error also receive a 

bonus of 2000$. 

1) who                          2) which               3) who he              4)which it 

45. She got excited during the match ……………………. was surprising for me. 

1)who                            2)whose   3)which              4)that it 

46. My friend is a guy……………………. smiles a lot. 

1)whom                         2)that   3)which                   4)1&2 
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 متن را بخوانید و به سوالات پاسخ دهید..5
        Intentional weight loss is the loss of total body mass as a result of efforts to improve fitness and health, or to change 

appearance through getting thin. Weight loss in individuals who are overweight or very fat can reduce health risks, increase 

fitness, and may delay the start of diabetes. It could reduce pain and increase movement in people with osteoarthritis of the 

knee. Weight loss can lead to a reduction in hypertension (high blood pressure), however whether this reduces hypertension-

related harm is unclear. 

      Weight loss occurs when the body is spending more energy in work and metabolism than it is absorbing from food or 

other nutrients. It will then use stored reserves from fat or muscle, gradually leading to weight loss. For athletes seeking to 

improve performance or to meet required weight classification for participation in a sport, it is not uncommon to seek 

additional weight loss even if they are already at their ideal body weight. Others may be driven to lose weight to achieve an 

appearance they consider more attractive. However, being underweight is associated with health risks such as difficulty 
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fighting off infection, osteoporosis, decreased muscle strength, trouble regulating body temperature and even increased risk 

of death. 

 

47. What is paragraph 1 mainly about? 

1) Ways to lose weight                                                      2) Health risks of fatness 

3) Some advantages of weight loss                                   4) How to have a better appearance through weight loss 

48. The word "It" in paragraph 2 refers to ………………. 

1) body                   2) food                        3) energy         4) weight loss 

49. Which of the following is mentioned as a problem that may result from being under the ideal 

body weight? 

1) Diabetes                                                                         2) Osteoarthritis of the knee 

3) Hypertension                                                                  4) Trouble regulating body temperature 

50. The passage provides enough information to answer which of the following questions? 

1) Why do people with osteoarthritis of the knee have trouble with movement? 

2) What efforts better than others help people lose weight more easily and quickly? 

3) What is one effective activity one can engage in to help reduce the rate of one's internal metabolism? 

4) Why is it that some athletes seek additional weight loss even if they are already at their ideal body 

weight? 
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